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About This Game

Tired of your miserable life you have decided to set off on an adventure. Luckily for you, the village you have come across has
a problem with a dungeon. Now you must only solve it...

Features

Turn-based battles against dangerous monsters for their treasures

Quests and work that can be done by playing one of five different mini games

Many different weapons, armors and spells

An interesting story

A talking Cactus!
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I have played some other tennis games on PC or Android, including Virtua Tennis 3/4/2009, Tennis Elbow 2013, and Stick
Tennis, in the past few years. However, none of them had brought me fun gaming experience, decent 3D environment and
realistic tennis gameplay at the same time.

This game is a tennis simulator that has good graphic (at least acceptable), realistic ball striking/bounce, easily joinable online
match mode and full-scale tournament mode. That is exactly a good tennis simulator needs to have in today's standard. On top
of that, it has a great learning curve for player as you playing it over time. The control in this game is slightly more complicate
than many tennis games. However, once you learned the basic control from tutorial, you will begin to have a lot fun in this game
as you improving your gameplay.

To conclude, for anyone who are looking for a decent tennis simulative game, I highly recommend you to get this game.

Here is a cool mod that replace the default in-game characters' pictures and names with real characters from atp ranking list 
(http://www.intertopspintour.net/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1091&t=18944). hi support this game is not working of windows 8/10
pls give me money back please
 thanks. wow cool nice thanos. Game was abandoned by the developers right after it's release.
Easy 10 bugs for the developers.Don't buy.. Starlite: Astronaut Rescue is a very short game. It is no wonder the game is three
dollars.
The says that it is part of a larger project, so as a standalone game it is a quick and casual idea of what NASA is planning for
2034. The player has to make a mathematical calculation at one point in the game, but besides that, it seems like a very basic
concept for a much larger game.. i dont mind since i recieved it for free, but not worth real currency. its just like any other
game like this except it costs money. good game, not worth the money. wouldnt reccomend. Critical weapon system rework
proved invaluable for future endeavors!

Great work crew - merci beaucoup!
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This game feels unpolished and rushed. When I bought it I was expecting a fast paced Canadian football game, instead I got a
game where it looks like it was made from the late 90's, has limited plays, and players move at snails pace. The animations make
players look like they break their spine every time they're tackled. Sometimes the playsheet disappears entirely and you just
have to wing it, but it doesn't matter since the defense is brain dead and gets Mossed every play. Anyone who throws an
interception in this game should rethink their life and take a break from sports game for awhile. Overall do not buy this game, if
there is a more polished version in the future then go for it. Until then, burning your money is a better use of it than buying this
game.. Enjoyed playing it, but i dont think its worth the price. A few interesting levels. A lot more boring ones.. To me, Vicious
Attack Llama Apocalypse was what Tesla Vs. Lovecraft should have been. Yes, they are different games at the core, but let
me explain.

What I like about VALA is that it's a modernized twin-stick wave fighter. It's 'room' based and not necessarily wave based.
This slight nuance means all the difference. It doesn't feel so 'dumb' and thoughtless. It also has rogueish elements that add
a nice layer of complexity to help combat the braindead act of fighting waves. The humor and polish are great (seriously,
those llama puns are nuts). We have four player local co-op. We have metagame unlockables that make you stronger over
time and add more variety. And most of all - it's really fun and addicting. Sometimes I even do runs just for the fun of it,
and not necessarily with any particular goal in mind.

The only downsides I can mention are that I wish it could run on a toaster, and I'm not sure how long the whole game is by
looking at unlocks. I will also mention that this game is difficult. Where Tesla Vs. Lovecraft had issues with the begining
game being super easy and the endgame impossible, VALA seems to have a consistent 'rogue' standard of difficulty. You will
struggle. Thankfully there is a nice layer of strategy available with regards to hoarde management. That's what will keep me
playing.

Pros:
+Fantastic humor and polish
+Great twin-stick hoarde management strategy with satisfying abilities (using that stomp at just the right moment!)
+Fresh hybrid of twinstick wave fighter with room-based rogueish elements
+The metagame unlock system is refreshing and fun; it forces you to constantly try new weapons
+While I'm not sure how much content there is - it seems to merit the asking price
+Four player local play would be bananas

Cons:
-Won't run on a toaster
-Get ready to struggle

I'm pleasantly surprised with VALA. From early videos, I almost decided to not pick this up last minute. Glad I did. I think
it's worth full price.. Cute little tower defense game. Short. I beat it within 2 hours. Decent graphics, music could have been
better. Good game for the holidays. 9\/10.
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